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To parents of children registered to participate in the Makeup Dates                              

First Communion (Fall 2021) 

Please read the following information carefully. If you have any questions after reviewing this information 

please contact Mrs. Arden Ouellette, stpaulcyo@gmail.com or  call 905-332-5115. 

Preparation: 
- We strongly encourage you to familiarize your child with the order of the Mass by attending scheduled 

Sunday or weekday masses (see our website for a schedule) OR by viewing the livestream of the 

Sunday mass which is broadcast each Sunday at 9:00 am via our parish Facebook page 

https://www.facebook.com/StPaulTheApostleBurlingtonOntario/ 

The video of the mass is also uploaded afterwards to our YouTube page 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtcCWZCjIwHgx4D4EJI169w 

(note; the videos of livestreamed mass remain on the Facebook page and can be watched at any time 

convenient for you) 

- It is very important your child know the responses and participates in the mass as much as possible; 

attending mass in person or watching the livestream video will be extremely beneficial 

Arrival & Covid 19 Protocols in Place: 

- Please arrive 30 minutes prior to the celebration to enable us to seat all attending in a timely manner 

following all protocols. Do not arrive earlier than 30 minutes prior as we have events taking place before 

hand and will need time to prepare the church for your event. 

- Families allowed a total of 6 guests in addition to the child receiving First Communion (7 seats in total); 

all must be within the same social circle 

- All those entering the church must wear a face covering that covers the nose, mouth and chin and must 

wear it while in the building as per City of Burlington protocol 

- Hand sanitizer is offered at our entrance and is strongly encouraged upon entering 

- Physical distancing from that outside of your circle should be strictly adhered to while waiting to be 

seated and while exiting the premises 

- We respectfully ask families to depart immediately upon completion of the celebration as we have 

multiple celebrations each day and need time to set up and prepare for the next service 

- Photos and/or videos will not be permitted in the church at any time 
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Seating: 

- Upon arrival you will be advised of your Section and Pew # for seating; volunteer ushers will be here to 

guide you to those seats; we ask that everyone in your party arrive together to be seated at the same 

time. 

- Each child will be given a pew and they sit with their parents/guests. 

- Once seated we ask that you remain seated until the service begins. 

- Ushers will guide all attending with reception of communion as well as dismissal; please follow the 

directions of ushers at all times. 

- It is our suggestion that your child follow one parent up to the priest, followed by the rest of the guests 

in your party that are able to receive Communion. 

-  

Reception of the Eucharist: 

We strongly encourage you to practice “receiving” the host at home using a small cracker or chip. A few 

practice rounds should be sufficient.  

Due to the ongoing pandemic the prior method for receiving the host has changed slightly; please familiarize 

yourself and your child with the new format: 

- Following the proclamation of the “Lamb of God” during the Communion Rite, the priest will say the 

following:  

o “Behold the Lamb of God, behold him who takes away the sins of the world. Blessed are 

those called to the supper of the Lamb.” 

- To which the entire congregation replies: 

o “Lord, I am not worthy that you should enter under my roof, but only say the word and 

my soul shall be healed.” 

- The priest will then step off sanctuary and begin serving Communion; as your child approaches the 

priest he/she holds their hands to receive at chest height; the priest will hold up the host and say: 

o “The Body of Christ.” 

- The child responds: 

o “Amen” 

- The child takes the host in their hand, moves to the side, pulls their face mask down and consumes the 

host and puts the mask back on over their mouth/nose/chin 

- The child then proceeds back to the pew where he/she KNEELS and prays in silence until communion 

has been distributed to everyone. 

Please teach your child how to properly receive the host using their hands: 

1) Their dominant hand (the one they use to write) slips under the other hand and both are slightly cupped 

so that the host does not fall off the hands; hands are held chest high as the child approaches the priest 

for communion and instruct them to focus on the host as it is held up and as it is placed in the hand 

2) The child takes the dominant hand out from under the other hand, reaches over and takes the host 

from the other hand and proceeds to put it in their mouth and consume it entirely. This must be done 

reverently and quietly. 

Please practice receiving the host at home a few times to ensure your child is comfortable doing 

this as per the instructions. Also ensure your child knows how to properly bless themselves. 
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The government is permitting churches to be open for worship, prayer and celebration of 

liturgy. We recognize that the celebration of First Communion is normally a joyous family 

celebration, however due to the pandemic we must forgo much of the social nature of the 

celebration while in the church. We acknowledge this is difficult, however we ask that you 

respect the guidelines we have in place and avoid congregating and socializing with family and 

friends while on the premises. We hope that following our ceremony you can celebrate this 

sacrament at your home. 


